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OVERVIEW

CIO International’s assessment methodology is designed to provide a comprehensive assessment of a 
client’s IT environment covering the full scope of IT and Information Management.

The methodology is used by our experienced associates to quickly deliver a comprehensive and struc-
tured assessment, from which clients can identify areas of strength and establish priority areas for 
improvement.  It is also used as a background tool as CIO International works with each client to 
gradually develop a more detailed understanding of the client’s environment. The methodology can 
also be applied later to help track progress in areas targeted for improvement.

The methodology is organized as a series of modules.  This provides flexibility, allowing assessments 
to be implemented as a complete package, as a subset of modules in a bundle, or individually, as re-
quired.

ASSESSMENTS

Assessments are conducted using data gathered from existing databases and reports, plus surveys and 
interviews that will be documented on a confidential basis.  Based on these data, CIO International 
will assess and comment relative to global international best practices.  We recognize that not all cli-
ents will aspire to or require the highest international standards in all areas and so assessments will 
also be made against what each client decides is a desirable level.

Assessments for each area are rated using the following five level scale, and where a higher perfor-
mance level is recommended by CIO International it will be identified as proposed target. 

Initial:    Beginner competency or performance level  
Basic:   Proficiency competency or performance level   
Intermediate: Good competency or performance level
Advanced:  Above average competency or performance level
Optimized:  Leading competency or performance level

REPORTS

Our assessment reports include an executive summary, SWOT analysis and detailed module reports. 
We are also available to review with you the action implications of our assessment.
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CURRENT ASSESSMENT MODULES

Strategic Management
• IT Leadership and Governance
• IT Risk Management
• IT Business Alignment and Strategy
• Innovation

Design
• Architecture  and design  (“City Plan and Roadmap”) 
• Applications Portfolio Management
• Data Management
• Technology Management

Delivery
• Budgeting and Planning
• Value Creation
• Cost Effectiveness
• User and Application Support
• Performance Measurement
 -  Consumer Satisfaction
 -  Economic Buyer Satisfaction
 -  Reporting and KPIs
• Process Control
• Project Management
• IT Service Management
• Information Management
• Business Process Design and Improvement

Compliance and Controls
• Business Continuity
• Cyber Security
• Business Controls
• Adoption of relevant compliance and control standards 
 - ex. Sarbanes-Oxley, SSAE6, data protection and export control, 
   other applicable laws and regulations

Resource Management
• IT  Skill Pool Management
• IM  Skill Pool Management
• People Development
• Organizational Design (including third party sourcing)
• Deployment Footprint


